
Minutes of The Legends at North Park HOA Board Meeting

October 19, 2022 10:30 am Collings residence Unit 24

Present: Lynn Collings, Judith Holt, Doug White, Wil Findley - Unit 9, Linda Roberts representing the Architectural

&Landscape Committee

The meeting was conducted per the agenda attached below.

Wil shared his concern about invasive quack grass in the common perimeter areas and its incursion into

his yard and common area turf grass. He brought very useful information gained by consulting with J.D.

Gunnell at the USU Extension Services office. Wil identified several options for action and they were

discussed. It was decided that Doug would share the information with Paul Nelson and Braden Davis. Any

action taken by Wil or the HOA will be coordinated through them. Wil was asked to find out if a vertical

buried barrier, such as treated lumber, would stop the spread of quack grass by rhizome. The Board will

also investigate any potential liability of it spreading into neighboring properties.

Following this discussion, Wil was thanked for his attending and sharing and he excused himself from the

meeting.

Linda reviewed item by item the proposed guidelines and policies for the Landscape Plan. (Attached

below.) Items for discussion and survey at the upcoming owners meeting were identified. Some noted to

be of particular importance are: replacement of dead trees, xeriscaping, the HOA taking responsibility for

all trees on common and private lots.

At the conclusion of this business Linda was excused.

Prior to the budget preparation for the coming year there will be discussion with the community about

the importance of funding the replacement reserve fund, which cannot be done without fee increases,

and surveying regarding options for doing so.

Lynn reported that the legal office handling the CC&Rs review and amendment has not completed the

task due to personnel changes and internal errors. They made promises of proper attention and fast

action.

It was noted that there are two new owners joining the community, units 10 and 15.

It was decided to limit the agenda for the owners meeting to the CC&Rs and the Landscape Plan.

Because the CC&Rs have not been completed the meeting will be rescheduled to November 16, 2022 at

7pm, pending the availability of the room in the City Office.

Lynn will prepare a summary report, from the Board, of the business to be addressed at the meeting and

it will be distributed well in advance.

Adjourned 12:40 pm










